Genetics and epigenetics in the fibrogenic evolution of chronic liver diseases.
Recent years have seen unprecedented progress in the identification and characterization of genetic information related to chronic liver diseases (CLDs). However, despite the conceptual benefit in early recognition of at-risk populations amenable to pre-emptive treatment and/or surveillance strategies, recent genomic research in the field has placed focus on unravelling the genetic architecture of disease susceptibility, while data on genetic markers anticipating an accelerated fibrogenesis in an individual are still limited. Likewise, sequence variation assigning rapid fibrogenic evolution common to CLDs irrespective of etiology are poorly defined aside from PNPLA3 (adiponutrin) as a prominent exception. The emerging field of epigenetics in hepatology has mostly been studied under the perspective of gene regulation, less so as a heritable alteration in gene activity. In this article we will critically discuss recent findings in genomic hepatology with special focus on the (epi)genetic contribution to the fibrogenic evolution of CLDs.